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Recently at the European level the theme of innovation has been further fostered with the Smart 
Specialization Strategy underlined within the COM(2010) 553 “Regional policy contributing to 
smart growth in Europe 2020”.
The  aim  of this study is to investigate  the co-evolutive dynamics of the technological  transfer 
processes at regional level, and in particular the issue of transversality and bases of knowledge 
between networks according  to an evolutionary perspective.  Transversality is analysed considering 
networks’ differences and proximities in terms of industry of application, applied technology, and 
local dimensions of relationships.
In order to analyze these phenomena, we apply the Social Network Analysis to investigate the 
structural features of the space of relations and relational flows, and to roles and attributes of the universe of the co-funded actors.
The structural analysis of the relations’ system (centrality, closeness, betweenness, local dimension) 
has been analyzed across five regional initiatives, studying over 150 networks and over 1300 co-
funded actors. Relations between and within networks have been normalized and the role of specific 
agents has been underlined with regards to transversality dynamics.
As conclusion, policy implications can be drawn, in particular as far as supply-led and demand-led 
innovation policy.
The  study  is str uctured  as  follows. After  the  introduction  describing  the  context  of  regional 
innovation policies over the last Regional Planning period (SPD 2000-2006), the first paragraph 
describes the main characteristics of the concept of transversality, with connections to RIS model 
and  innovation  networks.  The  second  paragraph  describes  the  Social  Networks  Analysis 
methodology used to study the evolutionary process of agglomeration with regards to bases of 
knowledge and transversality. The third paragraph deals with the results of the analysis and the 
fourth paragraph presents conclusive remarks on policy implication in terms of industrial policies.  
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